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similar mental effects, and it is only when they seem not to
do so that in normal non-philosophic moods we think there is
something to explain. If so much as this be granted, we are
free, with proper caution, to use, as our fathers did, the
classical concepts of aggregate sacrifice and the distribution
of sacrifice.
§ 4. Some authorities hold that to make the aggregate
sacrifice associated with the raising of revenue as small as
possible is an ultimate principle : others that to make the
sacrifice borne by all the several members of the community
equal is an ultimate principle : others that both these principles
are ultimate, so that, when they conflict, we are faced with a
dilemma irreducible in theory, and in practice to be met only
by rough compromise. The business of the present chapter is
to investigate these views.
§ 5. Before that task is attacked, the meaning to be at-
tached to our central concept must be made clear. By the
sacrifice which a tax system imposes upon any individual I
mean the difference between the net satisfaction he would
have enjoyed had there been no tax system — it will be
understood that benefits arising out of the government's ex-
penditure of tax proceeds are here left out of account — and
the net satisfaction which, under the aegis of this tax system,
he does enjoy. Even under a system so constructed that the
taxation of A has no effect whatever on the satisfaction enjoyed
by B, this is not, in general, equivalent to the satisfaction
which is, so to speak, carried to or away from him by the money
he actually pays in taxation. The reason is that tax systems
may cause taxpayers to work more or less hard, and so to
have a larger or smaller income (apart from taxation), than
they would otherwise have done : and that the effect of this
upon their net satisfaction is not represented in the money
paid over in taxation.1 If we were concerned only with taxes
assessed upon the consumption of particular commodities, the
point I am making would be more obvious : for it is now a
1 Thus suppose, for simplicity, that each unit of a given taxpayer's
work yields £1, Let a be the number of units of work performed annually
before taxation is imposed, <f>(a) the aggregate satisfaction involved in the
resulting consumption, and F(a) the aggregate dissatisfaction involved in
the work that provides it. Then the taxpayer's net satisfaction ^<f*(a) ~F(a).
After the imposition of taxation suppose that this taxpayer pays in

